
Hammersmith Amateur Regatta – Committee meeting 

6 April 2021 
Attendees: Jimmy Pigden (JP), Stephen Aitken (SA), Mark Lavender (ML), Michael de Paoli (MdP), 
Charlie Pretzlik (CP), Kate Rennoldson (KR), Alan Saunders (AS), Jamie Smith (JS) , Daniel Walker 
(DW), Kate Cyr (KC) 

Agenda: 

1. Course 
2. Private match vs. affiliated competition 
3. Events 
4. Entry fees & prizes 
5. Other actions 

 

1. Course 

DW updated the committee: he discussed a few options with JS and CP and they quickly decided 
that the best option is to run on the ebb only from Chiswick Pier to Corinthians watch tower at 
Sons (approx. 1,000m). 
 
This will mean that we need a couple of marshals below the finish to ensure crews stay away from 
Dove Pier. 

 

2. Private match vs. affiliated competition 

The Committee agreed to run this year’s regatta as an affiliated competition. 

British Rowing are not keen to give permission to Hammersmith Regatta to run as a private 
competition. They want to have affiliated competitions happen again and are willing to give 
significant flexibility and support to make this happen. 

The elements the DW has agreed with BR are: 

 A local rule for coxes to self-certify weight, negating the need to a weigh-in 
 A local rule to not limit substitutions – to give entrants more flexibility, in particular 

should crew members be required to self-isolate 

Additionally, we expect: 

 No control commission 
 No official prize=giving 

 

3. Events 

The Committee agreed that we will not allow doubling up unless entries are very low. 

 proposed by KR because of the limited racing window in the afternoon only and that it 
makes scheduling much more complex. 



The Committee agreed that we will offer the same events as usual, but only J16 events for junior 
categories. 

 DW proposed reducing the junior events as J15s can enter J16, and older juniors can race 
senior. This excludes J14s, although they will have had very limited time on the water, and 
DW was not keen on having 8x which can be difficult to manage safely. 
 

The Committee agreed to ask for additional information to help divide entries into tiers to get 
appropriate competition. 
 

 

4. Entry fees & prizes 

The Committee agreed to keep entry fees the same as in previous years. 

 It is likely that we will make a small loss, but the regatta does currently have savings. 

The Committee agreed that it will award prizes, but these will be distributed after the race day. 

 We have a large number of prize tankards in stock, left over from the 2019 cancelled 
regatta. 

 

 

5. Other actions 

The Committee reviewed the actions list and allocated actions. 

DW and CP discussed the likely launch requirements:  

 Two tin fish at the finish so that each takes care of one crew. 
 Anchor tin fish at start with start marshall (matching up crews and getting them ready to 

race) 
 Roaming tin fish to bring crews to start. 
 Umpire boats – 3-4 
 Dedicated aligner 

The Committee discussed emergency rescue procedure: 

 Best option would be to return the individuals to their own club. If this is too far away, 
perhaps we could use Sons / Corinthians – KR to check. Also if there are loos that officials 
might use there. 

AS highlighted that the regatta is still due a refund from BR for the 2019 cancelled regatta – we 
agreed to hold this over to the next regatta. KR to raise this when she contacts BR. 

DW mentioned the importance of discouraging spectators – this should go onto the website and 
Twitter. 

 


